
The complete
social robotics lab
for businesses



No matter what sector you are in or what kind of business you 
are, our social robotics lab will help you explore how you can 
transform your business for the future with innovative robot 
automations that feel human.





What we offer



A complete social robotics lab is an opportunity to explore how 
social robots can enhance your business. It gives you the ability to 
employ the full capabilities of the most advanced social robots on 
the market for your specific needs.

We will help you every step of the way, from ideation to development 
and implementation so that robots can become a successful part of 
your business or project.

*Includes two half-days of one-on-one onboarding and coaching

Complete social robotics lab $21,100

1 Furhat robot

1 Misty robot

Full technical support to get you started with your lab*



Furhat (premium package) Misty (standard version)

Customizable appearance with 30+ different faces Supports 130+ languages 

Supports 35+ languages Includes 400+ voices 

Includes 200+ voices Blockly visual programming

Blockly visual programming Python development tools

Kotlin skill API Kotlin skill API

Remote API Remote API

Multi-party interaction Independent mobility

Conversational intelligence Object, face and voice recognition

Life-like expressive abilities Expressive capabilities

User awareness Image, video and audio capture

1 year premium support 2 years warranty

Premium Library Travel case

2 years warranty

Travel case

Child mask

www.furhatrobotics.com www.mistyrobotics.com

Robot overview



Furhat



With more than 200 different voices, its multilingual skills, 
changeable appearance and versatile programming platform, a 
Furhat robot provides endless possibilities and can support existing 
staff in multiple areas, including training, customer service, technical 
support, and many others.

Furhat also ensures the quality of service is always consistent and 
that support is available for customers at all times.

Discover how Furhat is transforming 
businesses around the world



Robot interviewer Multilingual robot assistant Healthcare robot

Discover how HR-startup Tengai used the 
Furhat robot to conduct unbiased 
recruitment interviews.

Explore how Furhat is helping Deutsche 
Bahn develop the next generation of 
inclusive customer service.

Healthcare giant Merck is using Furhat to 
pre-screen patients for common deadly 
diseases.

https://furhatrobotics.com/recruitment-robot/ https://furhatrobotics.com/concierge-robot/ https://furhatrobotics.com/healthcare-robot/

https://furhatrobotics.com/recruitment-robot/
https://furhatrobotics.com/concierge-robot/
https://furhatrobotics.com/healthcare-robot/


Misty



The Misty robot’s mobility expands the potential of what you can 
develop for your business. Within the field of education, Misty is 
already breaking new ground and has the potential for so much 
more.

Designed to fit the requirements of international curricula, Misty is 
helping children and adults alike learn about robotics and 
programming, as well as conduct research, find information and 
study for examinations of any kind.

Misty's friendly appearance, fun personality and intelligence make it 
the ideal learning companion for students of all kinds.

Learn how Misty is revolutionising education



St. Vrain Valley Schools MOVIA

Discover how Misty was integrated to the 
special education department to help 
engage students with disabilities and 
special needs.

Using Misty, MOVIA is delivering life 
skills, daily living, learning readiness and 
academic content to children and adults 
with ASD.

https://innovation.svvsd.org/2021/06/23/innovate-to-elevate/ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Im0IVQy3gTI

Palo Alto City Library

Explore how Misty can inspire and 
support students, as well as enhance 
technical programs for youth.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWehZfpgXDA

https://innovation.svvsd.org/2021/06/23/innovate-to-elevate/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Im0IVQy3gTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWehZfpgXDA


Born from research, developed by experts

Arnaud Henneville-Wedholm
arnaud@furhatrobotics.com  

+46 70 040 52 25

mailto:arnaud@furhatrobotics.com

